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Civil life 
Denial of legal capacity 

Forced institutionalization 
Forced sterilization 

Political life 
Denial of the right to vote 

Social and cultural life 
Segregated education 

Forced medical treatment 
Exclusion from the community 

Inaccessible environments 
Negative attitudes

Economic life 
Denial of reasonable 

accommodation 
Denial of property rights 

Barriers to inclusion
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1. children and adults with disabilities are denied access to mainstream schools and 

classroom learning  

2. outright exclusion


3. segregation or indirect discrimination 


4. neglect 


5. inaccessibility of the schools and classrooms


6. unavailability of accessible transportation to and from school


7. subjected to inferior education in separate schools or classrooms


8. denied accommodations and supports


9. taught by teachers who are either untrained or unwilling to include students with disabilities in 
their classrooms


10.  prejudice (movie Bulgaria)
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Despite the many barriers, inclusive education should be realised

http://www.scielo.org.co/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0120-00112015000500014 
refering to Yeo R. Chronic poverty and disability. Somerset: Action on disability and development; 2001
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-U-PoehElH0
Armenia, Montenegro and Serbia shows their progress and challenges in inclusive education 
for children with disabilities. - UNICEF 2013



